
Challenge Week  

Mission. Company-level training cadres, supported by other SMEs, train 4th Class Cadets 

(Knobs) on the 4th Class System and other essential tasks required of all Cadets at The Citadel in 

order to lay the foundation and develop their basic skills prior to the Corps’ reconstitution and 

the beginning of academic classes.  

Intent. Using the Citadel Training Manual, the Blue Book, and the White Book, all Knobs will 

be trained at the company level and certified at the battalion level as being prepared to begin the 

academic year in the areas of proper preparation and wear of the uniform, proper display and 

cleanliness of barracks rooms and common areas, military drill and ceremony, physical training, 

4th Class System requirements, and campus/college orientation. 

Concept of Operations. The week begins with reception, accountability, unit/room assignment, 

initial issue, and move-in.  Knobs are then introduced to their Cadre and divided into training 

squads. From that point, Squad Leaders are responsible for moving their squads through various 

in-processing stations that include haircuts, uniform and equipment issue, inventories, etc.  Every 

movement and every block of instruction is done with military instruction and commands in 

order to begin the transformation into Cadet Life.  The week consists of various classroom 

teachings and hands-on training that is conducted at a seemingly rapid pace due to the number of 

tasks to accomplish and the extremely limited amount of time.  Since every Knob arrives with 

different levels of experience and abilities, the Cadre must continually assess their Squad, 

prioritize their training, and develop a plan to equally prepare every Cadet for success.  Once the 

Knobs have made their initial adjustment to the military environment, the 4th Class System is put 

into effect mid-way through the week.  This forces the Knobs to execute their newly learned 

skills in a more disciplined, demanding, and exacting environment in order to solidify their 

military foundation. At the end of the week, the Knobs are given the opportunity to celebrate, de-

stress, and bond with their classmates while the Corps reconstitutes.  The end-state of the 

operation is a Knob Class, effectively introduced to the basic military skills and 4th Class System, 

who are ready to continue their training and development with the additional stress of college 

academics. 

Supporting Products. 

 


